1. D/F count will be inclusive of UG and GR courses

2. Repeated Courses will be inclusive of UG and GR courses

3. Withdrawn Courses will be inclusive of UG and GR courses

4. Missed Success Markers will apply only to those courses you have Success Markers applied to (likely only UG)

5. **Cumulative GPA** will display the cumulative value as of the most recently completed term. In the event a graduate student completed their undergraduate degree at the Institution, this value will display their cumulative UG GPA until the end of their first GR term.

6. Total earned credits looks at cumulative counts as of the most recently completed term. In the event a graduate student completed their undergraduate degree at the Institution, this value will display their cumulative UG credits earned until the end of their first GR term.

7. The Credit Completion Percentage is calculated from the cumulative earned and cumulative attempted credits as of the most recently completed term. In the event a graduate student completed their undergraduate degree at the Institution, this value will display the UG credit completion percentage until the end of their first GR term.

8. Classification displays the classification in the current term. If the student is not enrolled in the current term, it will display the value from the most recently completed term. In the event a graduate student completed their undergraduate degree at the Institution, their classification will display as Senior until the first day of their first GR term.

9. In the event a graduate student completed their undergraduate degree at the Institution, their major history will be inclusive of their UG and GR program.
In the event a graduate student completed their undergraduate degree at the Institution, both graphs will be continuous and include both UG and GR data. There is no indication within the graphs regarding when the UG career ended and the GR career began.
Term details will continue to display UG and GR data. Similar to the Success Progress graphs, there will be no indication within Term Details regarding when the UG career ended and the GR career began.